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That is the one essential point that should
be considered in buying
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It's false economy to buy one of paper, or
imitation leather. Don't be carried away
with the idea that they are as lasting as
leather.
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Look at Our Window.

THE HOLLAND SUBMARINE TORPEDO BOAT.
The submarine boat built by Inventor Jcsepb P. Holland is now ready for war purposes. In approaching an enemy's battleship the Holland, is kept just below the surface until
vilhin raiie of her guns. Then the boat descends twenty or thirty feet and moves forward to within a mile of the enemy, when it coines to the Surface for a moment. During that
moment the operator by use of the steering gear points his boat directly at the battleship, thus aiming the bow gun. and at a signal from him the gun is discharged, throwing a dynamite shell at the enemy. Before the shot can be effectively ictnnied the operator releases the valves which sink the Holland out of the way of the guns of the battleship. Approaching broadside of the battleship and remaining below the surface, the Holland projects a Whitehead
torpedo from its second bow tube. Passing under the ship, it rises to the surface on
s
the other side and a shell from the stern gun is discharged at the enemy.
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Ygu are just right they are sharp. They are ready to use, and
thep will stav so with very little care if properlv used. That's the
kind of RAZORS we sell. We have the other things that go
with them, such as the Strops, Hones, Brushes, etc. You have not
got a steady hand? Well, then try the "Star Safety Razor." You
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All Sizes.

time named.
Dated Washington, D. C, March

There is no possibility that the officers
of the organizations named did not know

suit the times.

B. F. EHLERS & CO
ROBERT CATTON

time, he could secure a hundred

signatures to a petition praying the Legislature to make an appropriation to
move one of the Islands so that it would
be nearer to headquarters and easier to
get at. He got the signatures within the

1.)

All Prices to

4, 1S9S.

212 Queen Street. Honolulu.
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it, are as follows:
Drew a Good Crowd Features
J. HARRISON CARTER. .
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of age.
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Sugar Machinery.
Centrifugals and Cream Separators.
Steam Ploughs and Portable Railway.
General Engineerings
Coffee and Rice Machinery.
Disintegrators.
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